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Global Sustainability Projects 
Offer Hope for the Future 
Global examples of sustainability projects, 
which offer a positive future for the 
environment, have been identified by an 
international group of researchers. They 
gathered examples of positive initiatives from 
communities around the world for a website 
they created “Good Anthropocene”. These 
ranged from projects involving community 
based radiation monitoring in Japan and ones 
designed to create healthier school lunches in 
California. The researchers believe that there 
are aspects of these projects that can be used in 
combination with one another to build a better, 
more sustainable future.  

Read More on Science Daily  

       PLANETARY  
HEALTH WEEKLY 

Climate Change Could Drive 122M More People 

Into Extreme Poverty By 2030 
Up to 122 million people worldwide could be living in extreme poverty by 
2030 as a result of climate change and its impacts on small scale farmers’ 
incomes. Climate change is a major and growing threat to global food security 
that could increase the global population living in extreme poverty by 
between 35 and 122 million by 2030, with farming communities in  
sub-Saharan Africa among the hardest hit. The 2016 State of Food and 
Agriculture report calls for deep transformations in agriculture and food 
systems, and for the world’s half billion small scale farms to receive particular 
support.  The report warns that without widespread adoption of sustainable 
land, water, fisheries and forestry practices, global poverty cannot be 
eradicated. It also adds that action must also be taken to reduce farming’s 
own contributions to greenhouse gas emissions and global warming. 

Read More on The Guardian  

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/10/161011125646.htm
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2016/oct/17/climate-change-could-drive-122m-more-people-into-extreme-poverty-by-2030-un-united-nations-report
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The Cost of Growing Older: Aging and 

Developed Countries’ Budgets 

People around the world are living longer thanks to improved 
living conditions, modern health care and medicine. In India, for 
example, life expectancy at birth has increased from 41.2 years in 
1960 to 68 years in 2014. As population ages, the ratio of the 
working age people to retirees decreases. That has economic  
implications, affecting public expenditures on pensions and 
healthcare. To meet the challenge, countries are raising their 
retirement ages, from 65 to 67 and even to 70. Less known is how 
much this costs the government. 
 
 
Read More on Journalist’s Resource   

When Gender Data Became Cool 
 
Gender data’s popularity began soaring when half of Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation’s $80 million gender equality commitment went towards closing 
the gender data gap. The collection of sex-disaggregated data is approaching 
the same game changing, attention-grabbing pinnacle that women’s 
economic empowerment reached years ago. An issue that has for years 
suffered from a distinct “lack of cool” now finds itself on the main stage; 
gender data, it seems, has finally elbowed its way in the popular crowd. Just 
as achieving women’s economic empowerment is not a quick fix, collecting 
data to count missing women and girls and close a massive gender data gap 
will also take sound public policies, a holistic approach and long term 
commitment from all development actors.  
 

Read More on Devex  

Explaining Inequalities in Women’s Mortality 

Between U.S States 

Inequalities in women’s mortality between U.S. states are large and 
growing. It is unknown whether they reflect differences between 
states in their population characteristics, contextual characteristics, 
or both. This study systematically examines the large inequalities 
in women’s mortality between U.S. states using a multilevel 
approach. It focuses on fundamental social determinants of mortality 
at the individual and state levels as potential explanations. No 
significant mortality differences between any two states remained 
after accounting for individual and contextual characteristics. Taken 
together, the findings underscore the importance of bringing context 
back in, and taking a multilevel approach when investigating 
geographic inequalities in U.S. mortality. 
Read More on Science Direct 

http://journalistsresource.org/studies/economics/cost-aging-growing-older-budgets?utm_source=JR-email&amp;utm_medium=email&amp;utm_campaign=JR-email
https://www.devex.com/news/when-gender-data-became-cool-88548
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352827316300465
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Small Scale Agriculture Threatens The Rainforest 
An extensive study has mapped the effects of small farmers on the rain forests 

of Southeast Asia for the first time. The findings are discouraging, with regard to 

environmental impact, biodiversity and the economy, over the long term. Until 

now, studies of this kind have always focused largely on large-scale palm oil 

producers and how they exploit the forest and soil. Now Yann Clough, a 

researcher at the Faculty of Science at Lund University, has mapped the choice 

of trees and agricultural methods of small-scale Indonesian farmers. The team 

interviewed 450 small scale farmers to better understand why they chose to 

cultivate only oil palms or rubber trees and how this affects their economy. The 

study and its results contradict the traditional view that small scale agriculture 

is environmentally friendly. 

Read More on Science Daily  

Anthrax-Spewing Zombie Deer Are The Least of 

Your Warming Planet Worries 

“Climate change is like a box of chocolates. You never know what you’re going 
to get. In northern Russia, you get anthrax.” 
Conditions that are melting the Arctic permafrost there recently thawed the 
carcasses of deer felled by anthrax, when World War II raged. Warmer 
temperatures reactivated the infectious disease, which can survive in 
hibernation for decades. Dozens of people have been hospitalized. Half of 
them children, with eight confirmed cases and one death. Making matters 
worse, a heatwave combined with anthrax outbreak may have killed more 
than 2300 deer. Retreating ice and softening permafrost, both in the Arctic 
and elsewhere, have already begun to yield other curiosities and dangers, 
some of which can do a lot more damage than a pile of dead deer.   
Read More on Bloomberg  
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As Oceans Warm, Coral Reef Fish Might Prefer 

to Move Rather Than Adapt 

Scientists have new evidence that coral reef fish, who are capable of  
adapting to warmer temperatures brought about by global climate change, 
will probably adapt instead of relocating to cooler parts of the ocean. When 
fish have to adapt to increased temperature, there are physical  
consequences. They may not be able to handle stress, or reproduce, or even 
grow. When they seek out temperatures they’ve evolved to be in over  
thousands of years, they can mitigate the impact of increasing tempera-
tures and not sacrifice critical physiological processes.  Marine fish are 
faced with a tough decision. The ocean is warming at a faster rate than  
occurs on land because oceans operate as sinks, trapping in the heat. Many 
ocean fish will need to adapt or move to avoid death. 
Read More on Science Daily   

https://www.devex.com/news/when-gender-data-became-cool-88548
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/10/161014092120.htm
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-02/anthrax-spewing-zombie-deer-are-the-least-of-your-warming-planet-worries?cmpid=BBD080216_BIZ
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/10/161005135216.htm
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Public Health in Canada 2016: A Focus on 
Family Violence in Canada 
Everyday, just over 230 Canadians are reported as victims of family violence. In 
2014, 57,835 girls and women were victims of family violence accounting for 
seven out of every ten reported cases. Every four days a woman is killed by a 
family member. Population surveys depict that a third of Canadians, that is 9 
million people, have reported abuse before they were 15 years old. About 760, 
000 Canadians reported experience unhealthy spousal conflict, abuse or violence 
in the last five years. Indigenous people were murdered at a rate six times higher 
than non-Indigenous  Canadians, with Indigenous women being three times more 
likely to report spousal abuse than non-indigenous women. The report sheds 
light on a topic that can be hard to talk about. Family violence often remains 
hidden, but working together, it can be prevented. 

Read More on Government of Canada  

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH: 

The Other Residential School Runaways   
 
The runaway project: In 1967, Maclean’s told the heartbreaking story of 
Chani Wenjack and his lonely death near a railway track outside Kenora, 
Ontario. According to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, at least 
32 other Indigenous children died while trying to escape residential 
school. To this day, however, most of those kids remain mere historical 
footnotes. In the coming months, Maclean’s will tell each of their stories, 
piecing together accounts from reports, relatives and archival material.  

 

To learn more, and to contribute to this report, visit Macleans  

China Suboptimal Health Cohort Study 
China is a country with 5000 years of civilization, and traditional Chinese 
medicine (TCM) is one of the prestigious medical heritages in the world, with 
over 2 millennia of clinical practices. Unfortunately, some of the TCM 
conceptions have not been recognized internationally due to the lack of 
systemic evidence. Suboptimal health status (SHS) is a physical state between 
health and disease, characterized by the perception of health complaints, 
general weakness, chronic fatigue and low energy levels. A tool to measure SHS 
has been developed, in which a suboptimal health status questionnaire  
(SHSQ-25) assesses five components of health. To date, the SHSQ-25 as a  
self-reported survey tool has been validated in various populations, including 
European ethnic group, and currently being applied to a real life community 
based health survey in Ghana, western Africa.  
 

Read More on Journal of Translational Medicine  

http://www.healthycanadians.gc.ca/publications/department-ministere/state-public-health-family-violence-2016-etat-sante-publique-violence-familiale/index-eng.php?_ga=1.268342926.1290276798.1469461892
http://www.macleans.ca/news/the-other-residential-school-runaways/
http://www.macleans.ca/news/the-other-residential-school-runaways/
http://www.macleans.ca/news/the-other-residential-school-runaways/
http://translational-medicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12967-016-1046-y
http://translational-medicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12967-016-1046-y
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DATE CONFERENCE LOCATION REGISTER 

Nov. 

9-11 

The Thirteenth AMNET  

International Conference on Chronic  

Diseases 

New Mexico 

USA 
http://www.amnet.bcom.org/ 

Nov. 

14-18 

4th Global Symposium on Health  

Systems Research 

Vancouver  

Canada  
http://www.csih.org/en/events/ 

Nov. 

18-20 

Canadian Undergraduate Conference on 

Healthcare  

Kingston 

Canada 
http://www.cucoh.com 

Nov. 

21-24 

9th Global Conference on Health  

Promotion 

Shanghai, 

China 
http://www.who.int/healthpromotion 

April  

6-9 

2017 Annual CUGH Global Health  

Conference  

Washington 

USA 

http://www.cugh.org/events/2017-annual-

cugh-global-health-conference  

April 

22-23 
Global Health & Innovation Conference  

Connecticut 

USA 
http://www.uniteforsight.org/confernce/ 

May  

4-6 

International Conference on Healthcare 

in a Globalizing World 

Pune 

India 
http://symhealth.siu.edu.in/ 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK 

“Those who know nothing of foreign languages know nothing of their own.” 

Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe  

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts
http://www.csih.org/en/events/fourth-global-symposium-on-health-systems-research/
https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
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FYI 

Expanding the Circle is a project focused on expanding the conversation about what access to human rights looks like for 

Indigenous, First Nations, Aboriginal, Inuit and Me tis people with disabilities in Canada.  

The Expanding the Circle reports include: a site report, combining the findings of interviews with the systemic report to 

give a comprehensive picture of the human rights of Indigenous, First Nations, Aboriginal, Inuit and Me tis people with 

disabilities in Ontario; a snapshot, reviewing literature concerning Indigenous, First Nations, Aboriginal Inuit and Me tis 

people with disabilities using a human rights lens and it suggests further research and community development; a 

systemic report that looks at the roots of discrimination with a focus on access to the physical environment, 

transportation, information and communications, education and cultural life. This report provides details on laws, 

policies and programs in Canada and Ontario that affect the rights of Indigenous, First Nations, Aboriginal, Inuit and Me tis 

people with disabilities.  

Expanding the Circle reports can be found on the DPRI  website 

Please join the Facebook Page at Expanding the Circle  

 

For More Information Contact: Emily Hostland (hostland@yorku.ca) 

EXPANDING THE CIRCLE  

http://drpi.research.yorku.ca/north-america/north-america-publications-resources/
https://www.facebook.com/ExpandingTheCircleAboriginalPeopleWithDisabilities


 

The United Nations’ humanitarian information source on global crisis, and 
disasters has just rolled out a new feature, on mobile. ReliefWeb, the 
specialized digital service of the UN Office for the Coordination of 

Humanitarian Affairs, has launched four mobile apps , each catering to the specific interests of its users. 
Humanitarians interested in the latest updates on the humanitarian situation in a given country, for example 
the ongoing crisis in Aleppo, Syria, could download the RW Headlines app. 

Those who are more interested in the status of humanitarian funding appeals meanwhile, or in assessing 
situational maps and infographics of a particular crisis might  be more suited to download the RW Crises app. 
The two other apps, RW Videos and RW Jobs, meanwhile, focus on two specific features of the platform: its jobs 
board and curated humanitarian videos.  

Content on the apps can still be assessed through the ReliefWeb online platform, but the team behind their 
development hopes the apps will enable faster delivery of important information to ReliefWeb users and make 
the experience more personalized, allowing them to have more control over the content they are accessing 
from the service.  

Read More on Devex  

FYI 
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RELIEFWEB LAUNCHES 
FOUR NEW APPS  

https://www.devex.com/news/reliefweb-launches-4-new-apps-88892


 

FYI 

The Quebec Population Health Research Network presents a bi-monthly peek at what is happening behind the 
scenes in the field of global health, with trending news, upcoming events, funding opportunities and more!  

Continue to read to find out what researchers across all disciplines of global health research have been up to in 
recent months. 

 

 

 

 

To visit and read the newsletter, visit RS-Global Health Newsletter   
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WELCOME TO THE RS-GLOBAL 

HEALTH NEWSLETTER  FYI 

http://us9.campaign-archive2.com/?u=1a73af7e6b98ecb53da24452d&amp;id=4b487017c4
http://us9.campaign-archive2.com/?u=1a73af7e6b98ecb53da24452d&amp;id=4b487017c4


 

FYI 

The Big Mac Index was invented by  The Economist in 1986 as a lighthearted guide to whether currencies are at their 
“correct” level. It is based on the theory of purchasing power parity (PPP), the notion that in the long run exchange 
rates should move towards the rate that would equalize the prices of an identical basket of goods and services (in 
this case, a burger) in any two countries.  

Burgernomics was never intended as a precise gauge of currency misalignment, merely a tool to make exchange rate 
theory more digestible. Yet the Big Mac Index has become a global standard, included in several economic textbooks 
and the subject of at least twenty academic studies. For those who take their fast food more seriously, a gourmet 
version of the index has also been calculated for. 

This adjusted index addresses the criticism that you would expect average burger prices to be cheaper in poor 
countries than in rich ones because labor costs are lower. PPP signals where exchange rates should be heading in the 
long run, as a country like China gets richer, but it says little about today's equilibrium rate. The relationship 
between prices and GDP per person may be a better guide to the current fair value of a currency. The adjusted index 
uses the “line of best fit” between Big Mac prices and GDP per person for 48 countries (plus the euro area). The 
difference between the price predicted by the red line for each country, given its income per person, and its actual 
price gives a supersized measure of currency under- and over-valuation. 
 

 

 

Read More on the Economist   
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THE BIC MAC INDEX 

http://www.economist.com/content/big-mac-index


 

Rockcress of the Arabidopsis halleri species is known to possess the capability of settling on hostile, heavy metal contaminated soil. 

It stores extraordinary high concentrations of certain toxic heavy metals in its leaves: a rare property. Researchers have analyzed 

approx. 2,000 specimens of this species from 165 locations throughout Europe. In this process, they identified overwhelming 

diversity that has arisen among plants of the same species over the course of evolution. Their findings help explore plants’ 

enormous potential for future technologies; in this case, they aid the detoxification of soil and the extraction of metals that are of 

economic interest.   

In collaboration with the research group headed by Prof Dr Stephan Clemens of Bayreuth, the Bochum-based researchers have 

conducted a study of Arabidopsis halleri rockcress that is unprecedented in scope. The study focused on coupled analysis of leaf and 

soil samples, in order to determine the concentration levels of various heavy metal and non-heavy metal elements for each of the 

approximately 2,000 individual specimens in 165 locations across Europe. 

Working on location, the researchers were able to observe the outcomes of evolution much better than in a greenhouse setting. 

Individuals that boast properties which are most advantageous in their home environment are better adapted and produce more 

progeny than their local competitors. Thus, beneficial mutations propagate. Their sampling strategy also enabled the researchers to 

link the composition of the leaves directly to the composition of the local soil, allowing conclusions pertaining to the properties of 

each individual plant. 

Read More on Science Daily  
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ROCKCRESS FOR  
HEAVY METAL CLEAN UP 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwit-7TW5JnQAhWM14MKHXjYCdUQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fgorstvalleyhopsblog.wordpress.com%2F&bvm=bv.137904068,d.amc&psig=AFQjCNEalcMpqlF52fHISSck3AFjleIA4A&ust=14787159
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/10/161014101800.htm


 

FYI 

The United Nations Association of Canada (UNA-Canada) is pleased to announce the launch of a new and 
innovative youth employment program, Canada Green Corps. Funded by Employment and Social Development 
Canada, Canada Green Corps is a youth employment program designed to accelerate Canada’s green economy. 
Canada Green Corps will provide meaningful employment opportunities for 150 talented unemployed and 
under employed youth across the country while bringing fresh skills to Canadian businesses and institutions.   

Canada Green Corps builds on the strategy of the Government of Canada to create sustainable green jobs and 
increase commitment to carbon reduction and green innovation. UNA–Canada has a 70 year history of 
innovative programming engaging Canadians on issues that affect the global commons. UNA-Canada builds this 
program on hosting Canada’s largest national diversity and anti-racism program reaching to racialized and 
marginalized youth and communities for over 15 years; on training vulnerable and diverse young 
entrepreneurs with business skills training; and on UNA-Canada’s presence in every province and territory 
with well developed partnerships with the private sector. 

Read More on UNAC  
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IT’S OFFICIAL: CANADA 
GREEN CORPS HAS BEGUN 

http://unac.org/unac-projects/canada-green-corps/?utm_source=UNAC+e-Newsletter&utm_campaign=db9eae0afc-Canada_Green_Corps_General_List10_21_2016&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1199ed7b00-db9eae0afc-91544845&ct=t(Canada_Green_Corps_General_List10_21_2016)&goal
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